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1. The development of drugs targeting several proteins of the same 
pathway gives more chances to kill the parasite with a slow selection of 
resistance strains.  

2. Protein interference Assays (PIA) is a recent methodology which 
allows us to study complex system, in organism where other techniques 
are under debate.  

3. Structure-based mutagenesis, can produce an inactive protein which 
can be validated with PIA. 

4. After rational drug develop, activities assays for the in vitro protein 
are required to evaluate if the drug inhibits its target. 

5. The in vivo assays are essential to prove that the drug reach the 
target protein(s) inside the parasite.  

6. Transgenic parasites with a mutant copy of the protein have a slower 
phenotype in the proliferation experiments.  

7. A double PhD gives you the opportunity to know two different worlds 
but with the same objectives.  

8. São Paulo provide the environment to start and Groningen the 
networking, both have the technology to perform research at a high 
level.  

9. Going outside the comfort zone is the first step to challenge yourself.  


